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Calculation and Interpretation of In Situ Measurements 

of Ini t ial Radiations a t Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

by (Julian E. Loewe* 

Sum mary 

Our ult imate purpose, as physical scientists a t this workshop, Is to establish values and 
associated l imits of uncertainty for the Initial nuclear radiations reaching the ground a t the 
t ime of the A-bomb explosions a t Hiroshima and Nagasaki. These explosions were events 
whose physical manifestations are several, with substantial interactions among the m. This 
complexity, as i t r e la tes to init ial radiations, and the age of these events , make 
reconstruction difficult. The uniqueness of these events gives to theoret ical /computat ional 
analogies and extrapolatLoas associated errors which are larger than la desirable for use in 
radiobiological studies. (A discussion of these errors '.'as given In our paper with E. 
Mendelsohn, NSiE 3J_, 325-350 (1982).) Therefore, any in situ evidence that is related directly 
to initial radiations has potentially supreme value for the deter mination of what initial 
radiations actually were in those events, ra ther than what they might have been expected to 
b e , or than what they probably were. 

Realization of chat potential depends upon how direct the relationship is between the 
observed quantity and the kerma or absorbed dose, as well as upon the accuracy and 
co tuple teness of the accc mpanytog record-keeping and upon the inherent uncertainties in tha 
observation Itself. The observed quantity (a result of radiations Interacting with materials), 
on the one hand, and the dose desired for radiobiological studies, on the other hand, are linked 
by their com m on dependence on the causative radiation's intensi ty, energy spectrum, and 
angular distribution. Thus, the role of In situ evidence can be viewed as providing a necessary 
condition for validity of those calculated radiation fields which are used to construct dose 
estimates; namely, tha t est imates of the evidentiary observation, as constructed from those 
sa me calculated fields, agree directly with the actual observation to within a carefully 
assessed observational error. All in situ measurements made to date for neutron and gam ma 
radiations have been done for quantities which are integrals over both energy and angle. Thus 
their primary value is in confirming - or r e j ec t ing-ca lcu la ted neutron and gamma ray 
intensities. (However, there are some inferences which can be drawn about both spectral and 
anisotropic features.) 

We have previously compared the results of carefully constructed calculations of neutron 
and gam ma radiations with existing measured values of ga m ma dose In roof tfl.es and face 
bricks, and also of cobalt activation interior to concrete pillars (op, cit .). These cobalt 
calculations vUl be reviewed and extended a t the Workshop, and similar comparisons of sulfur 
act ivat ion interior to electr ical Insulators on power transmission lines will be discussed. The 
presentation is designed to explore the relationship between neutron tissue kermas one to two 
kilometers from hypocenter and the particular activations of cobalt and sulfur as measured 
and reported by flashlzuiae e t aL. and by Yamasaki and Sugjmoto, respectively. At present, 
measured and calculated quantit ies agree within associated uncertaint ies , which are 
substantial. Additional work to shrink these uncertainties will be discussed. Particular cobalt 
activation topics will include (1) the sensitivity to thermal neuLvons outside the pillar, (2) 
calculated values using actual Nagasaki concrete composition, and (3) calculational advances 
to improve modelling of the ac tua l configuration. Particular sulfur activation topics will 
Include (1) absolute comparisons of measured and calculated rat ios of dpm/go of P " a t all 
measured ranges, based on approximate experimental values for insulator at tentuatlon 
provided by E .Ta j t i a and source radiations provided by P. Whalen, (2) the relationship between 
sulfur activation within a kilometer of hypocenter and kermas a t two kilometers, and (3) 
calculational advances to improve modelling of the actual configuration. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence 
Liver more National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-E N G-48. 
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from our point of view at this workshop, in situ data have 
certain inherent advantages, which make them potentially invaluable. 
However, certain criteria must he satisfied in order for that 
potential to be realized. 
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IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF INITIAL RADIATIONS 

Advantages 
• Free of uncertainties in 

Location of source 
Atmospheric properties 
Specifics of the exploding bomb 
Etc. 

• Direct data on radiation itself 
Criteria 

• Absolute accuracy must be evaluated -*> defensible 
error bars 

• Reproducible in principle: every detail specified 
• Data at ~1.5 km preferred, if error bars small 



It is difficult to measure radiation kerma after the radiation 
has disappeared. This is because the remaining evidence bears, in 
general, only on indirect relationship to tissue kerma. Neutron 
radiation is exemplified here, where the relationship of 
contemporary kerma to activations observable post facto is 
displayed. Each measurable effect of the neutron radiation results 
from a different weighting function, W, in the integration over 
neutron fluence as a function of neutron energy. 

For neutrons, there are orders of magnitude differences between 
these various weighting functions, in terms of those portions of the 
neutron energy spectrum that contribute most to the result. 
Therefore, in situ data represent very important tests for 
calculated neutron fluences. They do not, however, provide direct 
estimates of neutron kerma. 
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ALTHOUGH NEUTRON KERMA, FOR EXAMPLE, CANNOT BE 
OBTAINED FROM IN SITU DATA, THESE DATA CAN PROVIDE 
INVALUABLE CERTIFICATION OF THE CALCULATIONS THAT 
CAN BE USED TO OBTAIN KERMA 

Neutrons at distant observation point — 
energy and angle dependent distribution 

Kerma= j4,B(E)\N}(E)dE 

A E (E)W 2 (E)dE Sulfur 
Act. 

^cf = . / * E < E , W 3 < E , d E 

Europ- C 
H = y 0 E ( E ) W 4 ( E ) d E Act. 

o 

0.01 1 eV 1 keV 1 MeV 
(Schematic only) 



It is sometimes thought that the most difficult pa^t of 
calculating kerma at Hiroshima and Nagasaki is the calculation of 
neutron and gamma fluences at great distances. That this is 
unlikely to be true is suggested here, where we show results of 
calculated and measured data from a bare ursnium metal reactor at 
Aberdeen, Maryland, raised 14m above the ground. Note that good 
agreement in both neutron and gamma persists to 1618m. The neutron 
fluence above 3 Mev is important for comparison with in situ sulfur 
activation data. 

Although in situ data will test transport calculations as well, 
they may be of greatest value in establishing such particularities 
of the two bombings as burst location, yield, and source 
description, and atmospheric conditions, as they affect radiation. 
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GOOD RESULTS FOR KERMA ARE OBTAINED FOR A FISSION 
SOURCE IN AIR-OVER-GROUND GEOMETRY, USING MODERN 
CROSS SECTIONS AND CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUES US 

Range (m? 

Neutron 
Kerma* 

100 1.09 
170 1.15 
300 1.30 
400 1.37 

1080 1.13 
1618 .90 

Ratio, Calc./Measured 

Neutron 
Gamma Fluence 
Kerma* >3MeV 

1.06 1.14 
.91 1.02 
.94 .98 
.90 1.08 
.80 1.00 
.91 — 

*UCRL - Preprint - 88498, W.E. Loewe, et al. 



The in situ data on garama radiation appears to be much more 
directly related to kerma than does neutron d.'.ta. Without 
evaluation, gamma ray kermas from the Hashizuine and Ichikawa groups 
are compared here to the old 1650 estimates and to the estimates 
given in the journal Nucxear Science and Engineering, Volume 61, 
pages 325-3X, where this figure appears and is discussed. The 
measured data is discussed further by other speakers at this 
workshop. 

With the exception of » 3535 adjustment due to improved source 
description, and ignoring 20ft uncertainty in yield at Hiroshima, 
work to date at LLNL and elsewhere has been confirmative of the 
neutron and gamma kerma estimates put forth in the cited article in 
NS&E. For continuity with this well-documented work, we have used 
the same fluences which generated those kerma to carry out the 
comparisons with in situ data which follow. In what follows, those 
occasions where adjustment for the new source description is made 
will be specifically cited. 
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GAMMA RAY KERMAS AT NAGASAKI IS 
10b 

6 

~ 10 4 

•a 
to 

10J 

102 

T65D 

Present 
work 

• Hashizume, et. al 
O Ichikawa, et. al. 

O.L 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Ground range (m) 

1.2 1.4 



I 
I 

This is trie corresponding data for Hiroshima, from the same 
sources. In both cities, the agreement between measured anb 
calculated values is acceptable. Absolute error bars on the 
measured kerma values would be useful. Measurements at larger 
distances would be particularly useful. 
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GAMMA RAY KERMAS AT HIROSHIMA M 
10« 

10*= 
flj 

n 

10' 

• Hashizume, et. al 
O Ichikawa, et. al. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1. 
Ground range (km) 

1.4 



Turning now to in situ measurements of neutron activation, we 
consider first the cobalt activation measured by the Hashizume group 
in steel reinforcing bars embedded 8 cm deep in concrete structural 
pillars. 

The table shows the result of destroying at the pillar face all 
neutrons whose energies are less than 0.08 ev, which is 3.3 kT. We 
see that thermal neutrons in the atmosphere contribute only 896 of 

the cobalt activations at the 8 cm depth of measurement. Therefore, 
the measured activations are relatively unaffected by those local 
details of the environment which might have an influence, through 
1/v absorption cross sections, on the results. (Epithermal neutrons 
are primarily affected by the scattering properties of oxygen, 
nitrogen, and silicon.) 

These cobalt measurements provide data on epithermal neutrons. 
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EFFECT OF REMOVING THERMAL NEUTRONS AT PILLAR FACE US 

.2 0.6 
CO 

CC 

8 10 12 14 
Depth (cm) 

16 18 



The activation of Co tn fcrm Co is a function of depth 
into the concrete p^lar. The 8 cm depth is an excellent choice to 
minimize incident thermal neutrons without losing intensity in 
measured decays of Co . 

All of our calculations ignore the effect of thermal motion on 
the lowest energy neutrjns. Here, the magnitude of that eff t can 
be assessed by comparing the solid lire with the individual t =ita 
points obtained with a Monte Carlo code in which thermal motion was 
accurately represented. The effect is insignificant except between 
2 and 6 cm depth, where it reaches 1,10*. 
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COBALT ACTIVATION VS DEPTH AT HIROSHIMA, 1180 cm IS 
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These results have been quoted and discussed in the cited NS&E 
article. Considering the uncertainties due to simplicity in the 
calajlational model and to lack of a concrete material description, 
these are good agreements. 

We will now explore these uncertainties, focussing on Hiroshima. 
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COBALT ACTIVATION: 1 D CALCULATIONS WITH 
NOMINAL CONCRETE [ g 

City Range (m) Measured* Calculated* Ratio 

Hiroshima 1180 5.3 8.1 1.5 

Nagasaki 1030 5.4 4.5 0.8 

*Millions of atoms of Co 6 0 per mgm of C o 5 9 



The detailed chemical composition of a concrete sample taken 
from Nagasaki was provided to us by T. Maruyama at NIRS. We see 
thst boron content is quite important, due to its role in scavenging 
thermalizing neutrons as they penetrate the pillar. 

Quite high boron contents are conceivable. For good precision 
tests of epitherraal neutrons in the streets of the bombed cities, 
chemical analysis of the actual material interposed between 
measurement point and pillar face must be obtained. 
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COBALT AC ilVATION AT HIROSHIMA, 1180 m m 

• i 1.0 
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HI 
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Boron content, p B (milligrams/cc) 



The preceding calculationai data results from a one-dimensional 
model, where a 30 cm - tnick concrete shell surrounds a 1.31 km 
interior sphere of atmosphere having a bomb source at its center. 

An improved, 2D model consists of a concrete fence. A "ully 3D 
model consists of a pillar in isolation. We have obtained results 
for the ID and 2D models; and 3D calculations are in progress. 
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CALCULATIONAL MODELS OF PILLAR 

Concrete shell 
30 cm thick 

• -, / j Concrete 
"" "̂  ' ° / h r- fence 

Ground 
1180 m 

3D 
Concrete pillar 
30 cm X 100 cm X 300 cm 



We have used the ID and 2D models to obtain comparisons with all 

measurements at Hiroshima. 
Because these results represent our current best estimates, we 

have adjusted them for the improved description of the source 
provided by P. Whalen of LANL, including anisotropic angular 
distribution. Here, these adjustments, which are 35-40*, are based 
on comparisons of kerma with the two different sources, since we 
have not yet re-run the VCS problem with the new source. Such an 
adjustment is justified by the spectra shown on the following slide, 
on the grounds that beyond 570 nr slant range, which is the closest 
slant range of interest, the spectrum is nearly invariant, so that 
to first order, kerma and activation have become proportional. The 
adjustment takes the form of a ratio, which should then be second 
order accurate. (In future, the problem will be re-run with an 
established new source.) 

Before going to the next slide, it must be noted that these 
calculated data contain no estimate of neutrons from decay of 
fission products, which occur in analogy in to the decay gamma rays 
discussed in the cited N5AE article. At the shorter ranges, these 
neutrons may mate a noticeable addition to the calculated 
activations. Estimates of such neutron contributions are in 
progress. 

With the exception of the datum at 260m, the agreements are 
satisfactory, considering concrete composition uncertainties. An 
estimate of the absolute accuracy of the measured values would be 
very useful. 
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COBALT ACTIVATION AT HIROSHIMA 19 
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These data are reproduced from the cited article. The large 
numbers of low energy source neutrons are gone beyond ^500m, 
leaving the usual spectrum, characterized by a high energy source 
pattern and a lower energy region with a shape given by 1/E2 in 
the air, and an intensity directly related to the high energy 
intensity at that point. 
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SPECTRAL DEVELOPMENT AT HIROSHIMA 
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Turning now to in situ measurements of sulfur activated by high 
energy neutrons, it is noteworthy that source neutrons capable of 
activating sulfur contribute substantial fractions of the kerma at 
distances of greatest interest. Therefore, even less distant sulfur 
data still have relatively high value. 
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CONTRIBUTION TO KERMA OF SOURCE NEUTRONS 
>3MeV ||g 

Range (km) Fraction of Total Kerma 

1.0 30% 
1.5 50% 
2.0 70% 

Only neutrons with energies >3 MeV can activate sulfur 



Yamasaki and coworkers obtained these measured sulfur 
32 

activations by counting decays of P in samples scraped from a 
liner of the interior of porcelain electrical insulators removed 
from poles supporting power transmission lines. 

The dashed curve shows the results of folding the activation 
cross section with fluences obtained from the same calculational 
procedures used previously to obtain karma, and applying attenuation 
factors for the insulators based on measured values. The source 
used in this calculation is the new one obtained from Whalen of 
LANL, including angular anisotropy. The attenuation factors used 
are derived from measurements provided by E. Tajima, by assuming 
bea-^d radiation from the source, This assumption is consistent 
with the measurements, which were made with beamed sources directed 
at either the top or the side of the insulator. 

The solid curve is obtained in exactly the sann? way, except that 
the effect of the insulator itself is implicit in the model used 
with the VCS calculational technique described on the next slide. 
The sample point is slightly off-center, so that the orientation of 
the insulator with respect to the burst point is important. The 
effect of insulator orientation is shown at 780m for the solid 
curve, where it can be seen that a 20% reduction in activation 
occurs when the sample point faces away rather than toward the burst 
point. This represents an inherent uncertainty in the measured 
data, for which orientation specifications are unavailable. 
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SULFUR ACTIVATION AT HIROSHIMA IS 

1000 
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The insulator and the calculational model are shorn here. The 
distances tD the sample point are about 1.5 cm from the near side, 4 
cm from the top, and 3.5 cm from the far side. In the attenuation 
factor measurements, no post was present in the center of the 
insulator. In the calculational model, this center volume was 
filled with porcelain. 
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TRANSMISSION LINE INSULATORS L5 
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The 3D nodel requires very special calculational techniques. We 
have used the VCS technique from W. Rhoades at DRNL. The essential 
features are the use of discrete ordinate solution techniques in the 
deep f^netration problem where Monte Carlo fails to give details 
reliably, and the use of Monte Carlo locally to the point of 
interest so as to readily treat elaborate configurations. 
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VCS CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUE FOR 
DEEP PENETRATION IN 3D H 

% 
[*-20m—«-| 

Ground 

Discrete ordinate solution in 20 

Porcelain 
(or concrete) 

Adjoint solution 
in 3D by Monte Carlo 

Ground 

Replace cylinder, knit 
together two separate 
calculations 



The measured attenuation factors are 20-30K lower than those 
calculated when a flat porcelain surface is struck normally by 
neutrons which have been transported through a kilometer of air 
after originating in the Little Boy bomb. 

The attenuation factors calculated using the VCS model of the 
insulator in the air-over-ground neutron field are some 10-30% 
higher than the flat-surface calculated results. We do not 
presently understand the reason for the differences between the two 
calculated results, which are obtained with different geometrical 
models and different calculational techniques. Additional analysis 
to resolve this apparent discrepancy is in progress. 
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ATTENUATION OF "SULFUR" NEUTRONS 
BY 

PORCELAIN INSULATORS \S 

Side/1.5 cm Top/4 cm 

Measured 
Calculated into a 
normal flat surface, 
true energy and angle 

-0.77 
0.89 

-0 .52 
0.72 

Calculated 
for 

Inclination Cylindrical 
Ground Range Angle Insul., VCS 

260 m 65° 0.94 ± 1% 
640 m 42° 0.99 ± 1% 
779 m 36° 0.99 ± 1% 
1180 m 26° 0.99 ± 1% 



No in situ test contradicts our published kerma estimates, but 
as these tests become more stringent and the calculations of them 
are refined, adjustments may become necessary. Additional 
calculations for improved understanding of these cnmparisons are in 
progress, as are calculations of cobalt at Nagasaki. New experimental 
work will be very valuable. 
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CONCLUSIONS 11 

• Discrepancies between calculated and measured values for IN SITU 
data generally fall within limits of error 

• However, narrower tolerance limits on both calculation and 

measurement in future may show up significant discrepancies 

• Additional calculational analysis is desirable and in progress 

• Improved error estimates on absolute accuracy of measurements 
would be valuable 


